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rom an early age, I have always believed in a
higher source, and this has helped me with the
work I do as a professional energy worker and
medium today. My gift was given to me from birth,
and it is something I have learnt to live with and take
responsibility for, by sitting with teachers for years in
development circles.
These days, my teachers are my loving spirit
team that are always with me. I have always been
enchanted by magical powers, fairies, witches,
wizards, spirits, light beings, nature spirits, angels
and of course, superheroes. For example, Wonder
Woman, Monkey Magic, Astro Boy, Superman,
Invisible Man, Batman and the Green Lantern to
name a few.
As a child, these realities were real and were a large
part of my world. Not only did these stories and
archetypes entertain us all for hours, but they always
had the same theme, a fight against the dark and light
forces. Unfortunately though, as we grew older, the
reality was a far more brutal and harsh world than
many of us could ever imagine, as we experienced
disappointment, illness and realities worse than what
we could ever predict.
On a positive note, one of the gifts we were allowed
to keep from our magical world and connection was
the gift of prayer, simple magic that connects us to
the source of energy and love in our world. Just as
we receive love from that energy, we can receive

guidance from that energy too. Prayer is a way to
put out positive energy with hopeful, healing, loving
thoughts. The Christ consciousness energy or what
some may call the universe is the source of positive
energy, the origin of love and all things hopeful
and positive. It is God’s loving energy that inspires
us to return that love and share it with others less
fortunate than ourselves.
Dark energy or negative thinking is soul-destroying
and the source of fear, hate and all things negative.
When you send negative energy out it comes back
to you tenfold, so it is important to watch your
thoughts. Prayer is our way to connect to God’s
positive energy and to feel part of something much
bigger than ourselves.
You can use prayer for healing not only for
yourself but also for others. Recently I was asked
to help a young girl whose horse was about to be
put down because of an illness. Lighting a candle I
prayed and asked God for a miracle. Later I put the
horse on social media and was overwhelmed by the
positive response from all my friends. It was truly
incredible and I could feel the beautiful energy of
compassion and love as gentle waves of pure love
and light emerged.
The gift of prayer is truly remarkable. If you are
having problems in your life, light a candle and
surrender all your fears to spirit. Don’t be surprised if
you receive a miracle.
Love and Blessings.
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